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Abstract

This paper builds on a previous review of signif	
icant research on adaptive behavior in animats� It
summarizes the current state of the art and sug	
gests some directions likely to provide interesting
results in the near future�

� Introduction

An animat is a simulated animal or a real robot whose
rules of behavior are inspired by those of animals� It is
usually equipped with sensors� with actuators� and with
a behavioral control architecture that allow it to react or
to respond to variations in its environment �internal or
external�� notably to those that might impair its chances
of survival� The behavior of an animat is what the ani	
mat does� This is characterized by a sequence of actions
which re
ects the dynamic interplay between the animat
and its environment� mediated through the animat�s sen	
sors and actuators�
The behavior of an animat is adaptive so long as it allows
the animat to survive or to ful�ll its mission� This re	
quires that the animat�s essential variables be monitored
and maintained within their viability zone� an ability
which can be enhanced� should the animat be capable
of learning which actions elicit a positive or negative re	
ward from the environment �Figure ��
Since a previous review of signi�cant research on adap	
tive behavior in animats �MEYE���� three conferences
have been held on the subject� The present paper aims
at updating the previous one and summarizes the cur	
rent state of the art� For lack of space� it will only refer
to the conference proceedings �SAB��� SAB��� SAB����
a strategical choice that� hopefully� should not leave any
fundamental work aside� It is organized around the var	
ious components of Figure  and concludes with some
possible directions for future work�
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Figure � The interactions between an animat and its
environment� The behavior of this animat is said to
be adaptive because corrective action has been taken at
point B so as to avoid crossing at point A the viabil	
ity zone associated with the two essential variables V
and V�� A corrective action can be preprogrammed or
learned in the environment�

� Actions

Not surprisingly 	 given the importance of robotic real	
izations in the animat community 	 the behavior most
often exhibited by animats is motion� Thus� some ani	
mats move themselves in their environment like worms
�HART���� others like bipeds �GREE��� VOGE����
quadrupeds �CHER��� CRUS��� DIGN���� hexapods
�BEER��� CRUS��� CRUS���� or octopods �CRUS����
Other animats 
y �MURA���� or swim �UTTA���� or
even move themselves by means of brachiation �SAIT����
Still other animats are capable of moving an arm to ex	
plore their environment or to reach goals in it �FONE���
LIND��� MORA����
If some robots are capable of pushing �KUBE���
NEHM��� SAHO���� or of grasping �MATA��� objects�





their repertoire of actions is nevertheless quite limited�
Animals exhibit far more diverse behaviors and many
models aim at describing with as great an accuracy as
possible the actual sensory	motor coordinating mecha	
nisms which generate these behaviors� Such biomimetic
models describe� for example� hierarchical dishabitua	
tion in toads �WANG���� prey	catching �ARBI��� or
detour behavior �ARBI��� in anurans� visual saccades
and head movements in the prey approach of salaman	
ders �MANT���� spinal re
exes in the frog �GISZ���
GISZ���� human bodily adjustments in ball throwing
tasks �ARBI���� phonotaxis in crickets �WEBB���� or
�ghting behavior in the Siamese �ghting �sh �HALP����

Other behaviors are generated by models less dedi	
cated to the description of precise biological mech	
anisms and are considered from a broader point of
view� This is the case� for example� of various in	
dividual or collective behaviors involved in food seek	
ing or foraging �ARKI��� ARKI��� BALL��� BURA���
CECC��� DENE��� DROG��� FLOR��� KUBO���
KURT��� MATA��� PARE��� SAUN��� SHAF���
STEE��� THER��� TODD��� TODD���� in herd	
ing and 
ocking �ARKI��� MATA��� WERN���� in
predator	prey relationships �COLO��� DELU��� IBA���
MILLE��� REYN���� in mate �nding �ROBB���� in ex	
ploring �GABO��� or in some sort of cleaning �ARKI���
MUNO��� PARK��� or sorting �DENEU��� tasks� Fur	
thermore� various authors have devised special arti�	
cial environments �BERS��� BLUM��� LIN��� MAES���
TYRR���WERN��� where animatsmust exhibit several
of the above	mentioned behaviors in order to survive�
Within the context of social behavior� a few works are
dedicated to the study of communication� For instance�
de Bourcier and Wheeler �DEBO��� are interested in
the signalling of aggressive intentions in animats and
study how the cost of producing the corresponding sig	
nals in
uences the population dynamics of truth	tellers
and blu�ers� Likewise� McFarland �MCFA��� and Steels
�STEE��� have devised a robotic ecosystem allowing
the study of cooperative communications between truth	
telling and blu�ng robots� Yanco and Stein �YANC���
study how two robots can learn a private language in
order to achieve coordinated movement and can adapt
their language to cope with changing circumstances �see
also PARK�� and ROBB����

� Perceptions

Several research e�orts demonstrate the adaptive value
of the long	evolved sensors of animals� For instance�
Roitblat �ROIT��a� ROIT��� describes how the ear
of the dolphin is used in solving intricate echolocation
tasks� while Cli� �CLIF���� Lopez and Smith �LOPE����
and Mura and Franceschini �MURA��� show how the
compound	eye of the 
y can help tracking moving ob	

jects� Likewise� Osorio et al� �OSOR��� compare the ar	
chitecture and function of the neural circuits controlling
vision and olfaction in insects and suggest that these cir	
cuits implement fundamentally di�erent computational
strategies tailored to the complexities and unpredictabil	
ities of the speci�c sensory signals they process� These
authors conclude that the design of animats should take
account of the environment in which an animat will act�
and not be taken arbitrarily from a speci�c biological
model�

Other aspects of the interaction between ad hoc sen	
sors and perceptual strategies are also dealt with in
the animat literature� For instance� Pierce and Kuipers
�PIER��� studied how a robot with uninterpreted sen	
sors and e�ectors could learn sequences of actions which
can be taken to achieve a goal� In this case� a solu	
tion involves learning a function de�ned in terms of the
sensory data� This function� which is maximized at the
point corresponding to the goal� can be optimized by
means of hill climbing� Parker �PARK��� studied how
sensory �lters could act as passive attention	focussing
mechanisms in animats involved in a collective janitorial
task� Such �lters allow an animat to be more reactive to
the actions of other agents� They convert communication
about action of other animats into altered sensory read	
ings� so that the animat ignores certain sensory readings
or �hallucinates� others� and acts on the altered sen	
sory feedbacks as if they were genuine� Another passive
attention	focussing mechanism is studied by Foner and
Maes �FONE��� whose animat learns an action model 	
i�e�� what the perceptual consequences of a given action
in a given sensory context will be� Instead of attempt	
ing to learn all that there is to know about experienc	
ing the world� the system focusses its attention on the
important aspects of its current experience and mem	
ory� The corresponding architecture implements both
perceptual selectivity 	 which restricts the set of sensor
data to which the agent attends 	 and cognitive selec	
tivity 	 which restricts the set of internal structures that
is adapted� An active attention	focussing mechanism is
studied by Cli� �CLIF��� whose �computational Hover	

y� is capable of looking around and employs a foveal
sampling strategy with gaze	control mechanisms reposi	
tioning the limited high	resolution area of the visual �eld
�see also ARBI��� ARBI��� MANT���� Cohen and Atkin
�COHE��� study an attention	focussing mechanism in
time� instead of space� They show that paying attention
to the environment according to an interval reduction
monitoring strategy 	 i�e�� monitor more frequently near
a goal than far from it 	 is more e�cient that periodic
monitoring in many circumstances� They suggest that
it might be worth implementing such a strategy in ani	
mats�
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Finally other authors study how an evolutionary pro	
cess could shape the sensory apparatus of an ani	
mat �CLIF��� HARV��� KURT��� REYN���� Kurtz
�KURT��� describes the evolution� within a population
of foraging animats� of the allele frequencies of three
genes coding for internal� external� and relational infor	
mation gathering abilities� Cli� et al� �CLIF��� describe
how the angle of acceptance and the eccentricity of the
photoreceptors of a visually guided robot could evolve
	 together with the architecture of its nervous system
	 and improve the robot�s success at avoiding collisions
with the walls surrounding its environment�

� Architectures

In order to behave adaptively� an animat has to do the
right thing at the right moment and� ideally� such a
choice must depend upon the animat�s perceptions of
the external environment� on its physiological or inter	
nal state� on the consequences of its current behavior
and on the expected consequences of its future behav	
ior� In other words� the animat must want something
and it must be endowed with a motivational system�
Such a system� which selects at every moment a goal to
be pursued and organizes the animat�s commerce with
it �TOAT���� necessitates a memory of the past con	
sequences of the animat�s activities and� eventually� a
planner which relates the current behavioral choice to
its future consequences �DONN����

In several realizations� the overall architecture and the
inner workings of the motivational system of an animat
are �xed by its human designer or by an evolutionary
process� In traditional robotics and AI� the motivational
system of an intelligent agent is usually designed as a
centrally controlled organization of functional modules 	
such as perception� modeling� planning and execution 	
which sequentially process information from sensors to
actuators� Quite di�erently� animat designers conceive
the motivational system of an intelligent and robust ani	
mat as a distributed agency of processing units which
collectively exhibit the required functionalities� Each
such module can be connected directly to sensors and
actuators� and works in parallel with the others� thus
endowing the animat with minimal sensory	motor facul	
ties in the case of an internal breakdown a�ecting some
other modules�
Often� the corresponding architectures are decisional
hierarchies� more or less loosely inspired by the way
many ethologists have described the action selection
mechanisms of animals �BOOK��� CHER��� DIGN���
SCHN���� They involve several systems� each devoted
to a speci�c function a�ecting the survival ability of the
animat� which are organized as loosely overlapping hi	
erarchies of decision centers� Each center� at each level�
can take input from many di�erent internal and external

sensory stimuli and can send facilitating sensory signals
to the centers of the level below� The activation of a
center at a given level depends upon the combined e�ect
of the sensory stimuli� of the facilitating control signals
provided by the centers of the level above� and of in	
hibitory signals sent by the other centers of this level�
These inhibitory signals implement some sort of winner	
take	all mechanism� according to which only one center
can be active at any given level� At the higher levels
of these hierarchies� the activation of a center triggers
a very general decision �i�e� reproduce�� while such a
decision becomes increasingly more speci�c as one goes
down �i�e� court�� until a �nal motor decision �i�e� mate�
is made at the bottom level� The linear architectures
in SAUN�� and HALP�� are special cases of such deci	
sional hierarchies� Other special cases are those which
implement an arbiter whose task is to merge in a single
action the suggestions to perform one behavior or an	
other a�orded by several dedicated modules �BOOK���
COLL��� TENE��� YAMA����
In free	
ow hierarchies �TYRR���� the nodes at each
level express multiple preferences for each of a set of
lower	level candidates� rather than making a decision
as to which one is most suitable� The 
ow of prefer	
ences travels through several nodes at each level� and it is
only at the bottom level than an arbitration is done and
an action selected� Another hierarchical architecture�
which borrows characteristics from the two above logics�
is described in BLUM��� Architectures based on feed	
forward neural networks �CECC��� COLL��� FLOR���
GAUS��� NEHM��� NEHM��� PARE��� VONK���
WERN��� WERN��� are special cases of free	
ow hier	
archies� where the top layer receives the sensory inputs
and the bottom layer delivers the motor outputs�

The motivational systems of other animats are non	
hierarchical and di�er from each other by the degree
of arbitration to which their behavioral modules are
submitted� Thus� no arbitration occurs in force	�eld
controlled architectures �ARBI��� ARBI��� ARKI���
ARKI��� whose behavioral modules each contribute a
vector that is related to the animat�s current goal� These
vectors are normalized and summed before being trans	
mitted to the �nal execution module� In subsumption
architectures �KUBE��� MATA��� MATA���� each be	
havioral module is also active at any time� but can have
its output suppressed by that of another module� In
PARK��� the architecture comprises several �behavior
sets� 	 each organized in a subsumption manner 	 which
compete to control what the animat does� Once a behav	
ior set is activated� other behavior sets are suppressed� so
that only one behavior set is active at a time� In MAES��
or in GISZ��� the motivational system of an animat is
organized as a spreading	activation network whose nodes
trigger the various behaviors the animat can engage in�
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These nodes are more or less active� depending upon the
amount of �energy� that 
ows through each of them� but
a winner	take	all procedure arbitrates among them and
selects the behavior actually exhibited� In BEER��� no
general arbitration mechanism is provided� Rather� the
overall coherency of the animat�s behavior depends upon
speci�c inhibitory links which allow some active nodes to
prevent others from being activated at the same time�

Although the animat community is still missing gen	
eral knowledge about what kind of adaptive abilities
are a�orded by what kind of architecture� one can �nd
useful contributions to such a knowledge in several pa	
pers �BROO��� BROO��� MAES��� PFEI��� ROIT��b�
SCHN��� WALT����

� Learning

��� Reinforcement Learning

If the inner workings of an action selection mechanism
are not �xed by the designer or by an evolutionary pro	
cess� they must be learned� The corresponding animats
must memorize that a given action is more rewarding
than another in given circumstances� so that they will
preferentially exhibit the former action instead of the lat	
ter� should the same circumstances be encountered again
in the future� Furthermore� they must be capable of ad	
justing their behavioral policy if the relative merits of the
various actions they can chose from change for whatever
reason� In other words� a greater autonomy and consid	
erable adaptive abilities are a�orded to animats that are
capable of learning by reinforcement�
Several systems� with increasingly adaptive functionali	
ties� have been devised for such a purpose �see SUTT��
and LIN�� for comparisons�� For instance� policy	only
systems� stochastic automata �KUBO���� as well as some
systems based on neural networks �GAUS��� NEHM���
NEHM���� learn a mapping from the animat�s sensa	
tions to its actions and specify what the animat will do
in each situation at its current stage of learning� Clas	
si�er Systems with internal messages� as well as some
systems based on recurrent neural networks �LIN���
YAMA���� specify what to do according to current sen	
sations and to a memory of past sensations and ac	
tions� Reinforcement	comparison systems and some sim	
ple Classi�er Systems �VENT��� learn which immediate
reward will be gained from doing a speci�c action in a
speci�c sensory context� Temporal Di�erence algorithms
�BAIR��� MILLA��� KLOP��� ROSE���� Adaptive
Heuristic Critic systems �PIPE���� Q	learning systems
�BERS��� DORI��� LIN��� MUNO��� SAIT���� Asso	
ciative Control Process networks �BAIR��� KLOP���
and Classi�er Systems �DONN��� DORI��� learn which
long	term cumulative reward can be expected from a
given action in a given sensory context� Finally� Dyna

systems �PENG��� SUTT���� some dedicated neural
networks �CHES��� SCHMI��� and some varieties of
Classi�er Systems �RIOL��� not only learn such a re	
ward� but also learn a world model 	 that is� how the
world changes as an animat acts in it� They accordingly
predict which cumulative reward and which new sensory
inputs are to be expected from a given action in a given
sensory context�

Various reinforcement learning algorithms have been im	
plemented within the above mentioned motivational sys	
tems� For instance� Digney and Gupta �DIGN��� use a
Temporal Di�erence learning algorithm to let a hierar	
chical action selection mechanism coordinate the locomo	
tion of a quadruped animat� Likewise� Gistzter �GISZ���
combines a spreading	activation network� a force	�eld
mechanism for command fusion� and a reinforcement sig	
nal to simulate the wiping behaviors of the frog�

��� Associative Learning

Associative learning often occurs in animats within the
context of a navigational task� Such a task is usually
accomplished with the aid of landmarks� which must
be �rst categorized and recognized� then used as step	
ping stones� or included into a cognitive map� in order
to allow the animat to reach a goal� Smart and Hallam
�SMAR��� discuss the role of proprioceptive and featural
cues in location recognition tasks by rats� Such cues are
used by the robot of Nehmzow and Smithers �NEHM���
to train an associative Kohonen network� by the robot of
Yamauchi and Beer �YAMA��� to train a dynamical neu	
ral network� and by the robot of Mataric �MATA��� to
train a spreading	activation network �see also KORT����
These networks allow landmark discrimination and the
building of an internal representation of the environment
as the robots move around �see also MORA���� Having
learned such internal representations� the robots are able
to recognize where they are situated and 	 at least in the
case of Mataric�s robot 	 to navigate from a starting po	
sition to a goal� Such a navigation� however� implies
passing through places already visited and characterized
�see also DONN�� and MAZE���� The ability to esti	
mate the distances or the visual angles of some land	
marks� together with the use of cognitive maps� allow
other animats to orient themselves according to these
landmarks and to navigate through places never visited
before �YEAP��� PRES���� For instance� the navigation
system of Benhamou et al� �BENH��� relies on the use
of both place cells and direction cells� that of Prescott
and Mayhew �PRES��� relies on landmarks character	
ized by their coordinates� and that of Schmajuk and Blair
�SCHMA��� relies on landmarks characterized by their
visual angle� The latter model also predicts the dynam	
ics of several spatial learning tasks�
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Associative learning in animats also occurs in a va	
riety of situations incurring habituation �SCUT���
STAD��� WANG���� sensitization �SCUT��� or condi	
tioning �HALP��� SCHMA��� SCUT���� Its adaptive
value is studied in TODD��� In the work of Aitken
�AITK���� an animat detects correlations between cur	
rent motor actions and future sensory inputs� and it
learns to act and perceive by exposure to the sensory
consequences of desired motor sequences 	 rather than
exposure to the desired motor sequences themselves� In
the presence of a teacher that provides desirable sen	
sory sequences 	 as a result of its own motor sequences
	 the animat is capable of learning complex behavioral
sequences by imitation�

	 Planning

An animat that is capable of planning will exhibit a be	
havioral sequence in which a speci�c action succeeds an	
other� not as a mere reaction to the new environmental
conditions brought about by the previous action� but
because the whole sequence seems likely to ful�ll the
animat�s current goal� In other words� a planning an	
imat is capable of assessing the future consequences of
its actions� an ability that greatly enhances its chances of
surviving beyond those a�orded by mere trial	and	error
learning�
One way to plan a behavioral sequence is to make use of
a world model that behaves like the world� With such
a model� an animat can indeed perform hypothetical ex	
periments �that is� �experiments in its head�� and search
for a behavioral sequence likely to reach the goal� The
Dyna architecture� and the related systems which have
been cited above� all allow this sort of planning�

Other planning abilities are a�orded to animats that are
capable of deciding what to do according to their cur	
rent sensory state and their current goal or subgoal� If
such animats are also capable of transforming knowledge
about previously learned action sequences into appropri	
ate subgoals for new problems� then they will solve new
tasks through composition of solutions for older tasks�
Thus� actions performed at a given time depend upon
both a subgoal that seems likely to contribute to the
achievement of the overall goal and upon the current
sensory input� Accordingly� the corresponding animats
exhibit reactive planning �DONN��� SCHMI��� see also
SAHO����
Another approach is described in RIBE��� where a plan
is collectively achieved by a group of interacting agents�
each having only local information about the state of the
world and having some means of transmitting limited in	
formation to the others �see also WEIS����


 Evolution

As mentioned above� the overall architecture and the in	
ner workings of an animat are sometimes determined by
an evolutionary process�

Some realizations �DELU��� KURT��� involve a tradi	
tional genetic simulation model� which allows the moni	
toring of the dynamics of allele frequencies and the study
of speciation phenomena� Other realizations implement
a genotype to phenotype mapping with the help of ge	
netic programming techniques� Such approaches seek
computer programs which� given some sensors and ac	
tuators� allow an animat to exhibit behavioral sequences
that improve over time� according to a given �tness func	
tion� Thus Koza �KOZA��� evolved the behavioral pro	
grams of an arti�cial ant capable of following a particular
pheromone trail� of a pursuer chasing an optimal evader�
of an evader racing away from an optimal pursuer� and
of two minimaxing players� Other applications of genetic
programming are to be found in REYN�� and REYN���
In particular� Reynolds �REYN��� evolves a program
which determines the optimal number and orientation
of the sensors that allow an animat to follow a corri	
dor while avoiding collisions with the walls� Elsewhere�
the genotype	phenotype mapping is implemented in a
classical neural network �COLL��� FLOR��� PARE���
TODD��� WERN��� WERN��� or in a dynamic neural
network �CLIF��� HARV��� HARV��� YAMA���� For
instance� in the work of Floreano �FLOR���� a feedfor	
ward neural network allows an evolved animat to exhibit
a nest	based foraging behavior� This work shows that
an evolutionary process may eventually not lead to an
optimal behavior� because new architectures are neces	
sarily built upon older ones which� although perfectly
adapted to previous environmental conditions� may not
be the best stepping	stones for reaching solutions to new
environmental conditions�

The adaptive solutions sought by an evolutionary process
usually involve predetermined sensors and actuators� As
previously mentioned� however� several realizations per	
mit the animat�s sensors to evolve� Todd and Wilson
�TODD��� describe a framework for exploring the evo	
lution of adaptive behaviors in response to di�erent en	
vironment structures� in which not only the sensors� but
also the actuators and the behavioral rules of a given an	
imat would all be allowed to evolve�

Although the improvement of the solutions to a speci�c
problem of adaptation is usually dependent upon an ex	
plicit �tness function that helps select good solutions 	
that will be allowed to reproduce 	 and bad solutions
	 that will be eliminated 	 during the course of evolu	
tion� some realizations do not rely on such a function�
They accordingly rely upon an implicit �tness and let
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reproduction and selection depend upon the internal dy	
namics of an ecosystem �DELU��� PARE��� WERN���
WERN���� Likewise� although the majority of real	
izations involve a simulated animat� those described in
HARV�� and FLOR�� involve real robots� Thus� Harvey
et al� �HARV��� encode in a pair of chromosomes both
the architecture of the neural network which controls the
behavior of a gantry robot and the physical organization
of the robot�s visual system� in order to evolve various
visually	guided behaviors� Likewise� Floreano and Mon	
dada �FLOR��� evolve the neural architecture control	
ling the behavior of a real robot in a navigation and
obstacle	avoidance task� Although the robot has a cir	
cular shape and is equipped with two wheels that ro	
tate at equal speeds in each direction� the evolutionary
process generates a frontal direction of motion that cor	
responds to the side where the robot has more sensors�
Accordingly� the robot faces obstacles with the side that
provides a �ner resolution and a larger visual angle�
Several researchers have been interested in co	
evolutionary processes �DELU��� FLOR��� KOZA���
MILLE��� ROBB��� WERN���� For instance� Rob	
bins �ROBB��� describes the evolution of a common
mate	�nding communication protocol within an ecosys	
tem where immobile females guide blind moving males�
Each animat is endowed with a message chromosome and
an interpretation chromosome� Within such an ecosys	
tem� it turns out that various parasites can accelerate the
evolution of the protocol by increasing the evolutionary
pressure put on the evolving animats�

Finally� two fundamental approaches to the mechanisms
of evolution are described in TODD�� and MILLE���
The work of Todd and Miller �TODD��� helps to explore
under what conditions the associative learning abilities
of an animat could prove adaptive and evolve� Miller
and Todd �MILLE��� compare the evolutionary forces
of natural selection to those of sexual selection and ex	
plore how the dynamics of evolution may interact with
the mechanisms of cognition 	 like those involved in di	
rectional mate preferences�

� External environment

A given behavior might prove adaptive in one environ	
ment but not in another� Therefore� if one wants to
give the animat community a chance to generate some	
thing other than fragmentary knowledge about ad hoc
solutions to speci�c adaptive problems in speci�c envi	
ronments �MEYE���� and if one seeks useful generaliza	
tions� one should subscribe to the general research pro	
gram described by Todd and Wilson �TODD���� This
program aims at characterizing the important features
of environment structure in terms of the adaptive behav	
ior they elicit and suggests studying how these features

correlate with the sensors� the actuators� and the con	
trol structures that evolve in di�erent environments� A
speci�c application of this program �TODD��� demon	
strates that very simple animats can survive� with nei	
ther sensors nor memory� in a variety of changing and
unpredictable environments and that the challenges of
di�erent types of environments are best met by di�erent
probability distributions of blind actions�
Another approach to a characterization of environments
is proposed by Wilson �WILS��� on the basis of the inde	
terminacy of an environment with respect to the sensory
capabilities of its agents� Still another suggestion is made
by Littman �LITT��� who characterizes an environment
by the simplest agent that can possibly achieve optimal
reinforcement in it� The corresponding results show that
the degree to which the adaptive problem raised by a
given environment can be partially solved by a subopti	
mal agent may also be a signi�cant measure of environ	
mental di�culty �see also LITT����
Finally� the work of Horswill �HORS��� is not unrelated
to the above concerns� insofar as it aims at characteriz	
ing the environmental features that simplify the compu	
tational problem facing an animat�

� Prospects

The short term goal of animat research is to discover ar	
chitectures and working principles that allow a real ani	
mal� a simulated animal� or a robot to exhibit a behavior
that solves a speci�c problem of adaptation in a speci�c
environment� Undoubtedly� the present state of the art
already contributes usefully to this goal�
An intermediate goal of animat research is to generalize
this knowledge and make progress towards understand	
ing what architectures and working principles can allow
an animat to solve what kind of problems in what kind
of environments �MEYE���� Although current attempts
at categorizing architectures and environments undoubt	
edly constitute valuable steps in this direction� other use	
ful contributions can probably be expected from addi	
tional research into conceptual frameworks likely to help
in abstracting over incidental di�erences between speci�c
architectures� behaviors� and environments� Contribu	
tions in GALL��� KISS��� SLOT�� are probably useful
in this respect�
The ultimate goal of animat research 	 at least in our
opinion 	 is to contribute to our understanding of the
adaptive value and working principles of human cogni	
tion �MAES��� WILS���� There is certainly a lot to be
gained from asking how the highest cognitive abilities of
man depend upon the evolution of the simplest cogni	
tive abilities and adaptive behaviors of animals� From
such a perspective� contributions in BROO��� BURA���
DEUG��� ROIT��� SHAF��� TOAT��� VERS�� should
provide insights into cognition� representations� and the
inner workings of the human mind� There is also a lot
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to be gained from asking how processes of development
and learning 	 those occuring at the level of the individ	
ual 	 interact with the process of evolution 	 occuring at
the level of the population� Partial answers are to be
found in MEYE�� and TODD��� but the �eld is lacking
any simulation involving development� at least from this
perspective �but see FONE�� and RUTK���� Finally�
there is also a lot to be gained from asking how physical
and social environments each contribute to the evolution
of cognitive abilities� Several research e�orts are aimed
in such a direction �DEBO��� MCFA��� MILLE��� and
might� in particular� help in studying the rise of a Machi	
avellian intelligence within a community where cheating
animats can evolve�

� Conclusion

Animat research is an active �eld of investigation which
has already contributed several useful practical results
and might provide valuable contributions to the under	
standing of human cognition in the future� However� the
domain is in de�nite need of theoretical advances that
could provide useful generalizations of still highly dis	
parate pieces of knowledge�
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